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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mention that I will be modelling the use of technologies throughout – although we will not have the time to investigate individual apps.  As they will see from this workshop though, that is not the intention anyway – it’s not my intention to show lots of whiz bang apps and shiny things – my intention is to look at the pedagogy and how we encourage teachers and learners to be more reflective on the effectiveness of technologies
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Briefly introduce twitter140 charactersYou choose who to follow and means you will see their tweetsPeople follow you and they can see your tweetsGreat source of up-to the minute informationSignal to noise ratio gets a bit hectic with lots of followers -  many people simply lurk
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@glynbarritt

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Advice on composing a tweet – reference the importance of twitter in terms of finding new stuff.
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QR Codes

Qrafter is just one of many  on iOS
QR Code Reader one of many on Android

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mention QR codes, which gives them access to docs immediately – weblinks can also be added to tweets
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Sutton Trust Toolkit

https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/toolkit/
http://tinyurl.com/STTNC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Research evidence from the Sutton Trust toolkit surrounding the impact of digital technology shows only moderate benefits for technology use linked to cost. This could be due to the fact that schools find it difficult to keep pace with the increasing rate of technological change and so much of their technology belongs to ‘yesterday’, also making it somewhat difficult to gauge what to buy for ‘tomorrow’. In addition, the use of digital technology in classrooms calls for different teaching approaches and the ability to select technologies for different purposes and outcomes.The challenge is how to move ICT from moderate to high impact. Championing the use of digital technology to underpin the most effective pedagogic practices (peer-assisted learning and feedback etc) should help support student progress. You DO need digital technology skills and knowledge, but more important is the pedagogy that sits behind it and underpins effective learning. Otherwise technology becomes the destination and not the vehicle to reach there, a series of lower level ‘colouring in’ tips and tricks as opposed to a creative, rich opportunities that were beyond comprehension 10 years ago

https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/toolkit/
http://tinyurl.com/STTNC
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http://tinyurl.com/DECODENC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Schools spent £487 million on ICT equipment and services in 2009-2010. In the last 5 years £1billion!  But this investment has not yet resulted in radical improvements to learning experiences or attainment. No technology has an impact on learning on its own right; impact depends on how it is used.  Rather than categorising innovations by the type of technology used (eg, do games help learning?), it’s more useful to think about the types of learning activities we know to be effective, such as practising key skills, and exploring how tech can support these activities. This report identifies eight learning themes that show significant promise of impact when combined with digital technology. See more at: http://www.nesta.org.uk/publications/decoding-learning#sthash.mWCYM1ys.dpufhttp://tinyurl.com/DECODENC 
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http://tinyurl.com/TEEPNC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In Teacher Effectiveness Enhancement Programme (TEEP) we have 5 underpinning elements – of Afl, CL, TfL, AL and EFFECTIVE use of ict – no mistake in the title.Teachers need to think hard about what, how and why they use learning technologies
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Is it a bit like this? – the space pen that NASA spent millions developing – only for the Russians to combat the same problem by using a pencil(not actually true – pencils actually aren’t that great in space as they flake, are flammable etc – but not such a good story!)But this idea that we often let the technology drive the learning when it should be completely the other way around.Simple advice then – start with the learning first and think about the technology that best supports that.
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http://tinyurl.com/pencilnc

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This metaphor for the integration of technology is a good one  - can you spot the individuals in your school?The leaders – early adopters – they do it all – the good and the bad – record everythingThe sharp ones -  watching the leaders, they magpie the best bits – learning from their mistakes and adopting the best bitsThe hangers on -  the know it all – can talk the talk but….The wood – show me what to do, set it up for me and make sure it works, otherwise I will give upThe erasers  -  whatever the leaders do is wrong – I will show you how wrong!The ferrules  - staying strictly within my comfort zone thank you – technology? Not in my classroomSo how do we nurture more of the sharp ones (we will always have the leaders – some people call them geeks)  and we will usually have a lot of but we need to give them confidence to use the tech and to take ownership of the pedagogy
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http://tinyurl.com/SAMRNC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SAMR model helps us answer the so what? Question
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http://tinyurl.com/SAMRNCKids

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explanation by students  (4mins)Recap – not a taxonomy – the swimming pool metaphor is a good one – the outcome of student success is key
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This workshop is about applying the technology to Leadership of Learning – who are your leaders? - teachers? Students? Both!!
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• Passion to help their school shape vision and strategy 
around the use of technology

• Eagerness to promote their school and their SDL 
activities – expanding network

• Eagerness to research new technologies and train 
their teachers and peers 

• SDL roles ensure appropriate and engaging 
technology use

http://tinyurl.com/SDLNC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Student Digital Leaders network is freeStudents with a passion to help their school shape vision and strategy around the use of technologyThey take on or develop leadership roles which provide advice and guidance as to the effectiveness of technology.  This entails a good deal of research, experimentation, evaluation and feedback.  And they make sure that fellow students and their teachers have the skills to use those technologies effectively.They will represent the school whenever appropriate, giving presentations or perhaps using social media platforms like Makewaves, for promoting student-driven activities at their school – so uploading images, audio, video and writing blogs – to illustrate their achievements and to share them more widely.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
SDL initiatives operate with very different models from school to school and obviously, SDL roles in a secondary school might differ widely from those in a primary school but these are just examples of the sorts of roles that students take on.  Or they could take on much more general leadership of technology and share the responsibilities.  There are no hard and fast rules!!  It’s whatever is suitable for your school.  You can start very small and expand the scheme to meet requirements.  Roles can be multipurpose or have a specific focusBut it is important to say that this initiative must have whole school buy-in and that the technical expertise, advice and training is respected and embraced by all .. teachers and fellow students! But expectations placed on students must be realistic, especially when they first take on the role!



Benefits
Sch Embeds most effective technology across school life
Sch Maximises the impact of the ICT budget

Stu Develops leadership and specialist skills
Stu Develops other 21st Century skills … 
Stu Flexibility & credibility in the jobs market
Stu Important!  Helps students bring ‘fun’ into learning!

Nat Co-construct curriculums to engage all students 
in relevant and enjoyable learning

Nat Work alongside teachers to lessen 
effects of new demands on their workloads

Nat Help narrow the gap between policy makers 
and those designing/delivering 
the curriculum

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Benefits: SchoolUsing native skills, SDLs can ensure their peers and teachers can use technology effectively Saves the school money in terms of training staff to use specific applications when the students can probably master these in minutes!Saves the school money in terms of buying in or acquiring technical expertise.Saves the school money in terms of designing promotional materials, photographing and video-ing events and children etcSo at the very least, there’s a maximising of the impact of the technology budget.  StudentsIncreases their self-esteem … more about the application process laterHelps develop leadership and specialist skills in students – like being able to listen to colleagues, feedback and justify opinions diplomatically, identify skill sets in others or needs for professional development etcDevelops life skills – skills that will enable students to deal with unexpected situations … and those that attract them to an employer in the global workspaceBrings fun into learning!NationWe’ve heard many students in international debates call for more involvement in educational policy making to try and bridge the gap between politicians and teachers who are very often, having to deliver policies and curriculums that are deeply unpopular.Students wanted more of a voice in co-constructing their own learning … being trusted by teachers to give sound and informed opinions on curriculums to engage all learners, including those who previously, have been turned off learning.



Planning

• What issues might SDLs help to address/overcome?  
• Whole school initiative or piloted by certain classes?
• How will you choose students for the roles?
• What qualities will your SDLs need to demonstrate?
• What year groups might you approach first?
• How long will SDLs serve?
• How do you ensure continuity?
• Who in school will oversee 

SDLs & champion widely?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So to get started, you do need to plan, plan, plan … So firstly, why run an SDL initiative in your school?  What issues will it help to overcome?  What roles might your SDLs fill?Will you operate this across the whole school or will you pilot the initiative with certain classes?  How will you choose students for the roles (in a secondary set up, it is perhaps more relevant to hold an application system and interview!) But will you choose the most able student … or those showing disengagement perhaps?  But what personal qualities might your would-be SDLs need to demonstrate?How long will your SDLs serve?  Will you give them longevity in the role or will you change around?Continuity:  how will you ensure that younger students get to learn the roles?  Peer mentoring scheme for example?What incentives might you offer?Who in school will champion the SDL activity and ensure that parents and the local community knows of their achievements?  



• Lady Lumley’s School, Yorkshire
• http://tinyurl.com/gr8ictNC1

• Makewav.es SDL
• http://tinyurl.com/makewavesNC

• George Spencer Digital Leaders
• http://tinyurl.com/GSASDL

Some links to explore .. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some examplesLady Lumleys – Gr8ICTMakewav.es – Digital badges and SDL accreditation site, plus lots of links GSA – Youtube video on importance of technology (by students)

http://tinyurl.com/gr8ictNC1
http://tinyurl.com/makewavesNC
http://tinyurl.com/GSASDL
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http://uptonelf.weebly.com/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
http://uptonelf.weebly.com/Example from John Keegan at Upton High – talk about how blown away we were when met them – John is at Conference!ELF = e-learning facilitators – support teachers and students (help the wood become the sharp ones?)_

http://uptonelf.weebly.com/
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http://tinyurl.com/UptonELF

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n5QnCLeiJ_s 
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• "I loved the last Smashing Apps Event, I was able to 
participate in a fun quiz with my friends."
Ronnie Year 7 Student

• "Smashing Apps was cool. I got to try a new app 
that I have never used before."
Katie Year 7 Student

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Every Half Term the ELF students at Upton-By-Chester High School have the opportunity to plan and deliver an event called 'Smashing Apps'. The event is always based on a different app and activities are planned to show case the apps potential. The Events are an opportunity for the ELF students to utilise their iPad skills, sharing with year 7 students their knowledge and expertise. This enables the ELF students to improve their confidence, presenting and demonstrating skills. ��The ELF students spend at least 4 weeks planning their Smashing Apps Event, this will include: choosing an app, deciding how best to showcase the app, preparing the interactive activities, choosing a time to deliver and advertising the event. Each ELF student decides what role they would like to take on. The format we usually take is, two people welcoming and seating students, two presenters, 6-10 ELF students on the floor helping and supporting students. The events last for one hour and take place in the school Learning Hub at 3:10pm. ������
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLA – a free membership programme (only £300 if non-member)All your learners can take part if you wish – this accredits the students as leaders of learning – be that through the application of technology as we have seen with Upton’s ELFs or with other aspects of school life such as school council.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The assessment grid considers three levels It encourages your students to develop a portfolio of evidence for how they have achieved the various levels in each strand.
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Digital Badges

• Badges recognise achievement 
• Digital badges can be displayed online!
• Mozilla Open Badges take the concept further
• Badge the UK, 

DigitalMe, Makewaves,
Mozilla and SSAT 
working with teachers,
students & partner 
organisations on an 
accreditation scheme 
for SDLs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A really exciting development is the open source (free!) Digital badgesThink Scout badges – but these are online – and are stored in a backpack, promoted through social networks such as twitter and Facebook for example.Badges will recognise achievement – and we should never underestimate how people of all ages like badges!  But here we are talking about digital badges which can be displayed online … and indeed, some teachers are already offering their students online badges to collect for local tasks in schools … badges that have been designed using favourite graphics packagesWhat we’re talking about here is a lifelong online portfolio of badges which not only reflect students’ extra-curricular achievements, skills and interests, but which they can display in their web spaces to provide evidence of skills development for further education and employment.  Mozilla Open Badges provides such a scheme and SSAT has been fortunate to work with DigitalMe, Badge the UK, Mozilla and Makewaves … also teachers, their students and other partner organisations to offer this scheme to the SDL network.  
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http://www.agsinspire.com/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not just for learners but teachers too – recognising their role in leading learning!  This example is from Acklam Grange school (explain a little on how this works)http://www.agsinspire.com/   Teachers earning badges too for their PD at a flipped learning – video released on Sunday then f2f on Tuesday

http://www.agsinspire.com/
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http://tinyurl.com/padNC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally, let’s consider the apps, the shiny new things that we want to engage with- that your leaders (remember the pencil points) will want to use in the classroom.Consider standing on the shoulders of giants (which we can just make out here)   The pedagogy wheel incorporates SAMR, Bloom’s taxonomy, apps and many other aspects of learning technologies, but I am not suggesting you print this off and give to staff
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https://edshelf.com/

http://tinyurl.com/diigoNC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Instead, engage your teachers and importantly your learners in the review, curation and application of learning technologies perhaps using something like Edhself and Diigo so we all become a little more self-reflective, critical in our evaluations and above all effective leaders of learning using technology

https://edshelf.com/
http://tinyurl.com/diigoNC
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